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A VERY
DIFFERENT
YEAR
“Your support has never
been more needed”

Welcome to our 2020/21 Police Care UK Impact Report
as we reflect on a year which brought challenges none of
us could have ever imagined. Whether these have been
personal, professional, organisational or indeed all three,
it turned out to be a very different year to the one we all
hoped for.
We saw unprecedented times for both our charity and
more importantly the people we help with police officers
and staff exposed to significant new challenges; new
threats of harm with criminals weaponising the virus and
an increase in reported assaults; a hostile media intent
on negative reporting and; an absence of support from
a government, criticised by HMICFRS, which failed to
prioritise police for vaccination despite the hands on,
up close and personal nature of everyday policing.
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Despite everything that was thrown at us, we couldn’t
be prouder of all that we achieved as we continued to
operate throughout the year and help more people
than ever, quickly adapting to remote home working and
responding to a 36% increase in contacts. Our welfare
team assisted people needing help, our Peer Support
Project and our pioneering Trauma Impact Processing
Techniques (TIPT) were adapted to online delivery and,
conscious of the risks of social isolation, we trained
some of our volunteers to undertake check-in calls
with beneficiaries.
Our specialist counselling service saw a massive
increase with more than 5,300 sessions delivered,
up almost 900% (not a typo!) on 2019/20 as word
continued to spread about the service. This growth
reaffirms our commitment to bring focus to the
psychological impact of exposure to trauma on
the men and women of policing through research,
TIPT training and improving access to therapies.

We were honoured therefore to be asked to join the
Emergency Responders Senior Leaders Board, set up
by the HRH the Duke of Cambridge, which aims to
ensure that all emergency responders receive the
mental health support they need.
There were of course bumps in the road. Some grant
funded projects in forces were paused due to the new
demand on them to police the pandemic and many of
our volunteer activities were paused due to Covid19
restrictions. The various lockdowns meant we saw
fewer people coming to us for assistance grants to
help with, for example, property adaptations and special
equipment linked to their injury. As restrictions ease all
of these will of course return.

Our fundraising ambitions – necessary to address our
underlying deficit and our ongoing call on reserves
- were severely curtailed and we would like to thank
everyone who donated and supported our work
throughout a difficult year. Your support has never been
more needed as we continue to enable our police to
be better prepared for the stark challenges and risks of
modern day policing and ensure that those who carry
physical and psychological scars have somewhere to
turn to when things get tough.

Gill Scott-Moore
Chief Executive

Rebuilding lives for a brighter future
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THE HEADLINES

ROB’S
STORY

Over 5300

counselling sessions
delivered

We had a

36% increase

increase in people coming
to us for support

Providing help to

1500 families

With

40% of families
requiring 1 or more
services from us

We gave access to
support to police families

2293 times
in total
We have delivered

127 one to one

sessions to 48 individuals
through our pilot Veteran
Peer Support service
Our Facebook post
on social media about
suicide awareness

reached over
260,000 people.
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Rob is one of the thousands of serving and former
police officers and staff who have post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). His condition is known as
complex PTSD, which in simple terms results from
repeated exposure to trauma, rather than a
single incident.
At his lowest point, Rob considered ending his life but
having finally got the right treatment and support, he
has “come out the other side”. Now, he is determined
to show others that it is possible to learn ways to cope,
improve your quality of life and move on after the police.
“A very common comment is ‘if you haven’t had it,
you’ll never get it’ and that’s what everybody
says to me, that I get it, I understand,” Rob said.
“And I do. I can be honest with people because
I know exactly what it’s like to be there.”
Rob had achieved 28 years’ service when he was
medically retired. He joined the police during the flu
epidemic of the late 1980s and quickly found himself
dealing with challenging incidents, including several
sudden deaths. As his career went on, Rob describes
being something of an ‘adrenaline junkie’; the more
challenging the roles he did, the more he loved his
work. But the work took its toll.
He explained: “I started having nightmares, not sleeping,
sweating and thrashing about in bed. I was waking
up absolutely exhausted because I hadn’t slept. I just
thought that was normal. That’s what happens in the
police and everyone feels like this, don’t they? I put my
head down and got on with it.”
With hindsight, Rob believes he had PTSD for years
before he was formerly diagnosed. He describes
feeling symptoms creeping up on him, both physical
and mental. He remembers starting to feel emotionless
and numb. A lack of compassion became frustration
which over time turned into aggression; “towards
property, my house, never people,” Rob explained.

Then one day Rob was assaulted on duty; it was the fallout from that incident that led to him seeking help, even
if he didn’t understand the significance of it at the time.
“That assault was my trigger,” Rob said. “There’s
something that psychologically they don’t quite get
about how a trigger works because it doesn’t have
to be significant. I’ve always questioned it. It was
bad but I have dealt with a lot worse. I couldn’t get
my head around why that had caused the illness.
“I went back to work for a year after that, and during
that year, it was just like… I described it as somebody
turning the volume up on a stereo. It was just blaring
in my head and I started to get suicidal thoughts.
That’s when I stopped and thought ‘this
is off the radar now’.”
Rob’s path to appropriate treatment and support was
made easier with assistance from Police Care UK. He
accessed the Care Line and received trauma therapy.
Several years on, Rob now uses his own experiences
to help his former colleagues. His motivation for
volunteering is a combination of wanting to give
something back, prevent people from going through
what he has been through and offering hope that life
can be better.
Rob said: “I think a really simple thing that volunteers can
do is break the cycle of loneliness.” It is a strong theme
that comes up with everyone I’ve spoken to over the
years; loss of identity, loneliness, and thinking you’re the
only person going through this.
“You’ve got to be in the right place to volunteer, to
peer support particularly. I couldn’t have done it
four years ago because I didn’t have the emotional
control to deal with it. I feel privileged to be able to
speak to injured cops, or ex cops, because I think
they are special breed.”
“The people I meet are often at the lowest point of
their life. If you can intervene at that point and say
‘you’re not alone’, signpost them to care and help
and give him a glimmer of hope, that’s got to be
worth doing.”

Rebuilding lives for a brighter future
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THE YEAR OF
LOCKDOWN
As it was for many, this year was unlike
anything we have ever experienced as a charity
before. It challenged us in every way possible
and we were forced to think dynamically
and strategically in order to continue our
operations and ensure those who rely on
us could continue to do so. Our charity
continued operating at full capacity throughout
the pandemic and we were able to quickly
adapt to ensure we were there for those who
needed us, when they needed us. All our
staff were able to work from home, and our
counselling and peer support services quickly
moved to virtual support, where appropriate,
meaning we seamlessly continued providing
our essential services to beneficiaries
without any delay.

We were able to rework beneficiary training courses
to be delivered online, but ultimately had to postpone
our volunteer recruitment, and cancel many of our
fundraising events. As a result, our fundraising income
is down 60% from the previous year although we did
see a 58% increase in community fundraising which
was fantastic and we are very grateful for to all our
supporters for their efforts and donations!
While it has been hard for us as a charity, this is nothing
compared to what we know the police have had to deal
with. We know that police face very visible threats on
a daily basis, but this was an invisible hazard unlike
anything that anyone had known before. Going to work
when the whole country was told to stay at home was
a frightening experience for many, who were worried
about putting themselves and their families at risk
of the virus. We collected feedback from our all our
contacts within forces, and we asked them what
challenges they faced during the pandemic, what helped
their resilience, and what methods they used to cope
with the changing situation. Our Director of Research,
Dr Jess Miller, used this to produce thirteen infographics
containing information and advice designed to help
those struggling during these unusual times. These
were really well received.
Throughout a very challenging year we have taken heart
from our beneficiaries’ constant ability to see the good
and are very grateful for all the support we received
as an organisation during this difficult time. We are
exceptionally proud of how we adapted and responded
to the demand to be able to continue to provide much
needed assistance to those harmed through UK policing.

“Police officers do not have time to
allow trauma to affect them, you are
needed to go from job to job, quickly
and efficiently. You learn to switch
off but I guess it catches up with
you and we just get on with it.”
Research participant.
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INCOME

“just wanted to make contact with you
to say a huge thanks for your support
upon my return to work, after 11
months off work having been diagnosed
with PTSD and related anxiety.

19% Donations
£311,775

39% Legacies

£653,807

A
 lthough I am still receiving assistance
I have been able to return on light
duties. I still have some way to go
before I reach full recovery, but without
your assistance I’m sure I would not be
at the stage I currently find myself.”

41% Investments
£683,594

0% Sales

£2,567
Government Grant

1% – Furlough
£11,105

EXPENDITURE
Grants to Police Forces

50% & Charities

£2,450,966

20% Support to Individuals
£978,829

Beneficiary

72

of police who have clinical
levels of some form of PTSD
are not aware they have it

20% Other Charitable Activities
£946,895

3% Investment Management Fees
£168,531

Other Essential

6% Costs & Overheads
£308,325

Further detail on our annual accounts is available in our Trustees Annual Report via our website.

“I am now in my new home and starting to make friends and
settle into daily life. [Police Care UK volunteer] Rob has helped
me over a protracted period of time and his constant help and
unwavering support have meant I have been able to take on
and achieve the monumental task of relocating. He has always
been there when needed and whenever I have asked him for
help his ‘can do’ attitude has been at the forefront of what
he does.
 ob is so patient and helpful, nothing is too much trouble,
R
to have him in your corner makes such a difference, just
knowing that the support is there is lifechanging in itself.
I cannot begin to explain the difference Rob has made to my
life, I’m not sure where I would be without him and Police Care.”

Due to the pandemic, we only
managed 40% of our annual
fundraising target.

2800 55
accessed our TIPT training

of all approved counselling
requests were for specialist
trauma therapy.

We provided grants to
105 families

57

of families primary reason for
contacting Police Care UK was
for support with counselling
and mental health.

We produced 13 infographics to
support police and their families
during lockdown and the pandemic

We launched two new monthly group
peer support sessions for those going
through ill-health retirement

Volunteer of the Year nomination from a beneficiary.
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EVERYONE IS AWARE OF
THE HARM POLICE CAN
EXPERIENCE AS PART
OF THEIR ROLE.
We published the full analysis and results
of The Job and The Life survey in October
2020. This 2018 research showed that 1 in
5 police are already suffering with PTSD or
CPTSD. In fact, we discovered CPTSD (12%)
was more common than PTSD (8%) in police
officers. This research, for the first time,
brought an understanding of the impact of
routine exposure to trauma in UK policing
and established a baseline prevalence for
trauma related stress and the human misery
experienced by those living with PTSD. It
further highlighted the broader mental health
crisis in policing before the pandemic hit and
we have no doubt things have gotten
worse since.

Last year we said we would look at how our volunteers
could help us resource requests for us to talk more
about Trauma, and The Job & The Life survey – but due
to safety concerns for our volunteers and beneficiaries
we paused all face to face volunteering so were unable
to meet this objective. In addition to this we had to
cancel many of our awareness events and rewrite
our plans for the year, switching to virtual meetings
and presentations wherever possible and producing
more podcasts, blogs, media articles and interviews.
We worked hard to highlight the challenges and harm
that police face with the addition of the Coronavirus
pandemic on top.
We saw a steady increase in our social media following,
particularly on LinkedIn which increased by 92% and
a 51% increase in Instagram followers. We now reach
over 7,000 twitter followers and over 4,000 Facebook
followers. Most notably we have had a significant
increase in media features around fundraising, with our
supporters going the extra mile to help us during the
pandemic. We had virtual pet shows and marathons,
we had #WheelieBinWednesday, we had much support
for our Get Active Challenges and the brilliant Imogen’s
7.1 million Keepie Uppie Challenge which was featured
on the Russell Howard Show. Over the next year we
would like to further increase the number of people
fundraising for us.

Building on this research, in 2021/22 we will be
cognitively testing and implementing our Police
Trauma Exposure Checklist (PTEC) with the Police
Federation of England and Wales (PFEW). We hope
this will be a useful tool to help identify people who
could be at risk of PTSD at an earlier stage.

“The officer described her counselling as personable,
real and someone she felt “got policing” which has
really helped her, the sessions were booked in quick
and she has more to come.. I can’t quite describe
just how much difference this has made to the
officer and perhaps we have prevented a longer
term case of complex PTSD… I am truly grateful for
police care and what you do.”
Anonymous feedback

92

increase in
LinkedIn followers
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51

increase in
Instagram followers

Over

Over

Twitter followers

Facebook followers

7,000 4,000
Rebuilding lives for a brighter future
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POLICE AND THEIR
FAMILIES CAN RECOVER
AND REBUILD THEIR LIVES.
Over 1700 families enquired about Police Care UK
services in the last year, coming to us from every
Police force across the UK. Last year we said we
needed to continue expanding our reach and this
year we are able to demonstrate that we have met
this goal, by increasing the number of people coming
to us by 36% on the year before. We saw a 334%
increase in the number of people hearing about us via
Police Forces own Occupation Health departments
(165 referrals) compared to last year (38 referrals).

334

increase in referrals
hearing about us from
Police Forces own
Occupation Health
department

We believe Lockdown has a significant impact on
people coming to us for financial assistance, with only
12% of people requesting this support. However,
with 57% of cases relating to mental health needs,
this allowed us to focus on providing much needed
psychological support through this difficult year.
Requests for access to psychological services has
grown significantly with 568 individuals matched with
suitable counsellors over the year. In total, over 5300
sessions of face to face, online or telephone counselling
were delivered with 91% of those receiving counselling
reporting an increase in their mental health and
wellbeing following completion of therapy.
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We saw an increase in the need for specialist trauma
therapy, rising from 46% to 55% of all counselling
provision. Overall, we supported 1500 families this
year with 40% requiring two or more services. Whilst
requests for access to psychological services has
grown, we have seen a 34% decrease on the amount of
individual grant applications and requests for financial
assistance. In 2020/21 only 118 grants were reviewed
with 80% of these requests being approved having met
our published criteria. 47 approved grants related to
general assistance grants (58% decrease on last year),
25 were repeat maintenance grants (24% decrease on
last year) and 18 education bursaries (31% decrease on
last year).

5367
in both face to face,
online and telephone
counselling sessions.

Our Veteran Ill health retirement Peer Support service
saw an increase over the year, providing support to 48
individuals over the course of the year. We delivered
127 one to one telephone or virtual peer support
sessions and launched two online group meetings
that were very well attended. Due to the pandemic, we
established a temporary service providing support to all
beneficiaries who had contacted us within the previous
12 months. We were aware of the challenges the
pandemic may bring to individuals we have previously
supported, including social isolation. We wanted to
check in on how they were during this difficult time and
remind them of the support we offer. Our volunteers
made multiple calls to the 263 beneficiaries identified
across the UK, providing emotional support, problem
solving and signposting back to our welfare team
as necessary.

Overall, we delivered over

2300
services this year

In 2021/22 we will be focusing on growing our
successful Veteran Ill-health retirement Peer Support
service and expanding the service into new regions.
We also want to expand our signposting services and
review our psychological and counselling services to
ensure we provide a better service to those harmed
through policing and needing our support.

Rebuilding lives for a brighter future
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POLICE FORCES AND
AGENCIES DO ALL THEY
CAN TO PREVENT HARM.

Last year we said we would look at the best way of rolling
out our Trauma Impact Prevention (TIPT) Training. The
pandemic delayed our plans for this, but we did not want
to cancel this much needed training for forces. We looked
at how we could deliver this training virtually instead and
successfully transitioned to an online model, as well as a
process for assessing new trainers virtually to allow them to
be licenced to deliver the sessions within their own forces.
We recruited 6 new TIPT Assessor volunteers to help us assess and
licence force trainers and enable us to continue with our roll out plans.
We ended the year with a total of 46 licenced TIPT trainers, who were
able to deliver this training to over 1200 police personnel. We also
developed and delivered 5 online training session in TIPT Plus, which is
specific enhanced TIPT training designed for specialist police roles and
teams, such as Counter Terrorism, Call Handlers, Firearms teams and
Family Liaison Officers.

Last year we also said we would provide better guidance
around wellbeing grants and encourage more Police
Care Recovery Day applications but due to the
pandemic and the uncertainty this created we closed
these funds for the year. We will open these funds
again in 2021 and hope to achieve these goals this
coming year.
“Counter Terrorism Policing is full of officers and
staff who do not need to be motivated to stop
terrorists. They get up every day to put themselves
psychologically and physically in harms way on behalf
of the public they are sworn to protect. But behind
the badge they are human beings who experience
the most terrible things and it has a profound impact
that needs training care and support - precisely
the kind of training, care and support you provide.
I am more grateful for your help than I can possibly
express in this short statement but simply I say thank you.”
AC Neil Basu QPM National Lead for Counter
Terrorism Policing
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HOW YOU HELPED US
MAKE THIS DIFFERENCE
We could not do what we do without your
help, support, and donations. And while
overall fundraising is down 60% during the
pandemic lockdowns, we have seen increases
in corporate donations, committee fundraising,
and our community fundraisers have raised
58% more funds than the year before.
Our individual fundraisers this year have been absolutely
fantastic. From our youngest supporters like a Holly
who held an online Pet Show and Imogen and her 7.1
million Keepie Uppie Challenge, to Police officers cycling
their way to success after taking on The Tour de France
virtually, the Deployment team at Surrey Police holding
a dress down day and Barkingside Police Station Tuck
Shop selling tasty treats - we are truly grateful for all
their support and donations.
Police Care UK also held three Get Active Challenges
over our 2020-21 financial year, with our first Police
Get Active Challenge in September attracting 781
participants and our 12 Days of Christmas giving
everyone a festive boost in the lead up to Christmas in
lockdown. The most recent challenge was sponsored
by leading emergency services discount provider,
Blue Light Card, and supported Police Care UK along
with The Ambulance Staff Charity (TASC), The Fire
Fighter’s Charity and The Air Ambulance Service. The
three challenges combined raised £16,064.57 in total.

We have also received corporate support in matched
donations from Microsoft and Principle One and one
off donations from Handy Prints and Magnet Forensics.
This year one of our major donors, David Soanes, not
only supported us financially but volunteered to sit on
the judging panel for our volunteer awards.
While donating money is one way to show your
support, our 144 volunteers have donated over 876 in
hours this year. We held our annual Volunteer Awards
ceremony online and said thank you to the network of
people who give up their time to enable us to support
the police family who need us. Next year we hope to
relaunch many of our volunteer activities we paused
due to the pandemic. With your help, we hope to raise
over £250,000 and further increase opportunities and
ways to support Police Care UK. These opportunities
include - two regular giving schemes, our signature
fundraising event along with various, sought after
places in challenge events across the UK. We will also be
looking for support with large and small scale projects.
Supporting Police Care UK is simple and rewarding and,
thanks to you, these vital funds will help us to meet the
increasing need for the life changing assistance that we
provide to the police family.

REFERENCES
Miller, J (2020)
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and
Complex Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder in U.K. Police Officers
The Job and the Life survey (2018)
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“I just wanted to make contact with you to say a
huge thanks for your support upon my return
to work, after 11 months off work having been
diagnosed with PTSD and related anxiety.
Although I am still receiving assistance I have been
able to return on light duties. I still have some way
to go before I reach full recovery, but without your
assistance I’m sure I would not be at the stage I
currently find myself.”
Beneficiary

“I just want to say THANK YOU for all Police Officers
and hope this is some way helps them know that
many of us are hugely grateful for their work.”
Police Care UK Supporter
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Nova Scotia House
70 Goldsworth Road
Woking
Surrey
GU21 6LQ
0300 012 0030
hello@policecare.org.uk
policecare.org.uk

Police Care UK makes sure both serving and former
colleagues who suffer harm, and their families, have
someone to turn to when things get tough.
We provide practical, emotional, and financial support
that is confidential, independent, and free to access.
Vision

Aims and objectives

The welfare needs of the police family are upheld and
members are supported to achieve their full potential

Ensuring everyone is aware of the harm police
experience as part of their role

Mission

Research and share learning on harm and the ways
to prevent or reduce the impact of harm experienced

To reduce the impact of harm on police and their families

Values
Caring
Our approach is one built around understanding
the difficult environment in which the police operate.
We demonstrate empathy, respect, and understanding
in everything we do.
Independent
We effectively support the service whilst being outside it.
This means we can wholeheartedly champion the needs
of our beneficiaries free from conflicts of interest.
Open
We share our expertise, experience, and resources
with others because we understand that collaboration
is the only way we can help improve the lives of
our beneficiaries.
Responsible
We use our resources wisely to best support our
beneficiaries both now and in the future while upholding
the highest ethical and professional standards possible.
Innovative
We constantly seek new ways to improve our working
practices, support programmes, and welfare options
to better support our beneficiaries.

Advocating for the wellbeing of serving and former
police colleagues
Enabling people to recover and rebuild their lives
Increase our reach and connect with people who
have suffered harm as a result of their policing role
Provide mechanisms for individuals to recover and
rebuild their lives
Engaging with the police service to do all they can
to reduce or prevent harm
Proactively interact with policing organisations across
the UK
Fund new and innovative projects aimed at reducing
or preventing harm

